Stain

A stain is a discoloration that can be clearly distinguished from the surface, material, or medium it is found upon. They
are caused by the chemical or physical.Staining is an auxiliary technique used in microscopy to enhance contrast in the
microscopic image. Stains and dyes are frequently used in biology and.stain definition: 1. to leave a mark on something
that is difficult to remove: 2. If a material stains, it absorbs substances easily, causing it to become covered
with.Definition of stain - mark or discolour with something that is not easily removed, colour (a material or object) by
applying a penetrative dye or chemic.Stain definition is - to suffuse with color. How to use stain in a sentence.Stain
definition, a discoloration produced by foreign matter having penetrated into or chemically reacted with a material; a
spot not easily removed. See more.From Middle English steinen, steynen (to stain, colour, paint), of North Germanic
origin, from Old Norse steina (to stain, colour, paint), from steinn (stone.The products that have made Minwax an
American icon will add color and beauty to your wood in oil or water-based stains. With Minwax wood stains.Define
stain. stain synonyms, stain pronunciation, stain translation, English dictionary definition of stain. v. stained, staining,
stains v. tr. 1. To discolor, soil, or.stain - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.Shop interior
stains in the interior stains & finishes section of quitapenas-restaurant.com Find quality interior stains online or in
store.Shop interior stains and finishes including wood stain at quitapenas-restaurant.com We carry a variety of wood
stain colors from top brands such as Minwax.DIY experts offer advice on how to properly stain wood furniture.Chizome
Akaguro (? (??) ? (??) ? (?) ? (??) Akaguro Chizome), also known as Hero Killer: Stain (?????????? Hiro Goroshi
Sutein) and formerly.Shop our selection of Interior Stain in the Paint Department at The Home Depot.Interior stains add
beauty to wooden surfaces. This Home Depot guide provides you details on the types of stains and choosing the right
stain for your needs.
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